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No jsb no play

To whom it may concern,
RE: no jab no play
Please note I a m a grandmother who's both children were vaccinated, however 1 child only partly due a
medical condition.
I strongly object To this bill going ahead.
firstly those who choose not to vaccinate usually do so because they have researched and know that
vaccines contain toxins, and may cause adverse reactions and possibly death.
This bill won't make these people vaccinate their children, it just means they probably won't be able to work
if their children don't have access to childcare, which in some cases means more monetary burden for the
government.
Its about taking away peoples right to choose what they put in their bodies, and if so deny medical
intervention.
Penalizing people for not vaccinating their children is a violation of human rights.
I know the government is working towards herd immunization, however there is no proof this actually
works. No country has ever eradicated disease this way, even China who has 99 % immunized.
I truly hope the people who have the power to pass this bill, have themselves researched the Pros and cons
of vaccinating.
Everybody wants to be pro vaccine, who wouldn't want to live in a disease free nation?? However until
vaccines are made safe for everyone, no one, no one! should be at risk of death or permanent injury, unless
it's their " choice" to participate.
Being penalized or coerced definitely takes the " freedom" out of freedom of choice.
Lastly, if you follow the research, a vaccinated person can contract and pass on the disease just as much as
an unvaccinated person, so I don't understand the bill anyway??
Yours sincerely
Katrina Dixon
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